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Sharables 
• Federated Giovanni 
– Hosted Service 
– Virtual Machine 
– Source Code 
– Variable-level Metadata 
• AESIR database and EDDA interface 
• Color palettes 
– Style Layer Descriptor URLs 
• User-sharable (via URL) 
– Giovanni Workflows 
– OGC-Accessible Services (WMS, WCS) 
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Why So Difficult? 


















FTP Data Products up to 1 GB Volume 
Summarize data over long time 
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2000+ datasets Variety 
HDF4, HDF5, HDF-EOS2, HDF-EOS5, 
netCDF, GRIB, binary 
Variety 
Files up to 800+ variables Variety 
Locate, read, use geolocation info Variety 
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Why So Difficult? 


















FTP Data Products up to 1 GB 
HDF4, HDF5, HDF-EOS2, HDF-EOS5, 
netCDF, GRIB, binary 
Files up to 800+ variables 
More studying, coding 






2000+ datasets Variety 
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Giovanni provides (relatively) rapid 
exploration of datasets 























 no coding necessary 
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Giovanni User Interface 
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Example: Exploring in Time and Space 
Time Averaged Map 20-22 May  
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Correlation Map: TRMM Rainfall Versions 6 vs. 7  
1998-1999 
Additional relative uncertainty metrics coming soon... 
See Z. Liu et al., H42-F08, Thurs. 12:05-12:20 @ MW 3022 
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Federated Giovanni will increase the 
availability of data in Giovanni 
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3 Tiers of Federation 
Giovanni will be sharable as a “Hosted Service” (Tier 1) 
LP DAAC LP DAAC 
Tier 1:  
GES DISC Hosted data 
GES DISC 
Giovanni 
LP DAAC LP DAAC 
Tier 1:  
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MODIS NDVI from LP DAAC 
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SST from PO.DAAC 
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3 Tiers of Federation 
Giovanni will be sharable as a Virtual Machine 
OBPG 
LP DAAC LP DAAC 
Tier 2:  
Virtual Machine 
Tier 1:  






LP DAAC LP DAAC 
Tier 1:  
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3 Tiers of Federation 
Giovanni’s code will be sharable within ECC 




LP DAAC LP DAAC 
Tier 2:  
Virtual Machine 
Giovanni Source Baseline 
Tier 1:  










LP DAAC LP DAAC 
Tier 1:  
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Content Subsystem:  
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Giovanni-4 selections are encoded in the URL 
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Giovanni-4 URLs are Sharable and Reproducible 
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Sharables 
• Federated Giovanni 
– Hosted Service 
– Virtual Machine* 
– Source Code 
– Variable-level Metadata 
• AESIR database and EDDA interface 
• Color palettes 
– Style Layer Descriptor URLs 
• User-sharable (via URL) 
– Giovanni Workflows 
– OGC-Accessible Services (WMS, WCS) 
*Computer and batteries not included 
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Sharables 
• Federated Giovanni 
– Hosted Service 
– Virtual Machine* 
– Source Code 
– Variable-level Metadata 
• AESIR database and EDDA interface 
• Color palettes 
– Style Layer Descriptor URLs 
• User-sharable (via URL) 
– Giovanni Workflows 
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marked down to… 
marked down to… 
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*Computer and batteries not included 
